
Techni-Print EZP

Before You Begin 
Techni-Print Papers are designed for most newer technology oil and oil-less laser printers 
and copiers. Keep paper out of high humidity and away from moisture. Recommended 
for use on cotton and cotton/poly blends. For use on light colored fabrics. 

1. Printing Transfer 
Preparing Image 
- Check printing settings; Start with plain paper 
mode. If toner does not fuse completely or you 
get lines in your print, adjust your setting to a 
heavier paper mode like heavy or transparency.

2. Applying Transfer 
A. Heat Press Application
- Prepare heat press to 375°F.
- Press fabric first to ensure flatness and to 
remove and moisture; remove and let cool. 

- Place heat transfer paper with image facing 
down in desired position on fabric. 
- Using above recommended temperature, apply 
firm pressure (60 PSI or greater) for 25 seconds.

IMPORTANT: We thoroughly test each of our products on various substrates using different transfer equipment. However, it is impossible to duplicate all 
variables using all substrates and transfer equipment. Therefore, it is essential that you test the paper prior to production using your equipment, methods, 
and substrate material. Heat presses vary in accuracy. Conduct tests to determine the best time and temperature to use with your equipment. Please keep in 
mind that the Seller’s and Manufacturer’s maximum obligation shall be to replace any paper that has proven defective. Neither the Seller nor the 
Manufacturer shall be liable for injury, direct or consequential, arising out of the use of, or inability to use the paper.  
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3. Peel and Wear  
Before Washing 

Leave finished item for at least 24 hours before 
washing. Wash inside out in cold water. Dry at normal 
heat settings. Do not use bleach, fabric softener, or 
harsh detergents. Do not iron directly over transfer. 

Peel the transfer immediately after pressing. 
Caution, transfer will be hot. 
For softest hand, stretch transfer while still hot. 
For best color, repress image with parchment 
paper for 5-10 seconds and peel hot.

B. Hand Iron 
- Pre-heat iron to hottest NON-STEAM setting. 
- Iron on smooth hard surface, not and ironing 
board.
- Using heavy pressure, slide the iron up and 
down vertically over the entire image for 
90 seconds. 
- For best color, pre-press the image with 
parchment paper for 5-10 seconds and peel hot. 

Cutting Out Design 
For best results, trim the images before 
applying to garment. This material may be 
used with vinyl cutters. 

Printing Image 
- Print design on the paper with the correct 
orientation. (Mirror/Reverse the image.) This can 
be done within the printer’s instruction manual. 
- Paper should be fed into the printer short 
dimensions first. 
- Print the image on the blank side 
of the transfer paper. (Not text side.)

Light Color Applications

Laser Transfer Paper  



Laser “1” Opague

Designed for most newer technology oil and oil-less laser printers and copiers. Keep 
paper out of high humidity and away from moisture. Recommended for use on dark 
cotton and cotton/poly blends, and synthetics. 

IMPORTANT: We thoroughly test each of our products on various substrates using different transfer equipment. However, it is impossible to duplicate all 
variables using all substrates and transfer equipment. Therefore, it is essential that you test the paper prior to production using your equipment, methods, and 
substrate material. Heat presses vary in accuracy. Conduct tests to determine the best time and temperature to use with your equipment. Please keep in mind 
that the Seller’s and Manufacturer’s maximum obligation shall be to replace any paper that has proven defective. Neither the Seller nor the Manufacturer 
shall be liable for injury, direct or consequential, arising out of the use of, or inability to use the paper.  

Before You Begin 

1. Printing Transfer 2. Applying Transfer 

3. Peel and Wear  
Before Washing 
Leave finished item for at least 24 hours before 
washing. Wash inside out in cold water. Dry at normal 
heat settings. Do not use bleach, fabric softener, or 
harsh detergents. Do not iron directly over transfer. 

Preparing Image 
- Set printer to heaver paper mode. 
- DO NOT Mirror/Reverse the image.

Printing Image
- Print the image on the rough side of the transfer 
paper. (Not text side.) 
- Paper should be fed into copier/printer with the 
shorter dimension first (grain long) using the 
bypass tray. 
- Check printer settings; single-sheet feeding is 
recommended. 

Cutting Out Design 

- For best results, trim the image before applying 
to garment. 
- Peel off grid backing paper before pressing!
- This is done by gently peeling the backing 
apart from the polymer containing image.

- Allow silicon sheet to cool completely. 
- After silicon sheet is cool, then 
remove from garment.

A. Heat Press Application

- Prepare heat press and 350°F. 
- Do NOT pre-press. 
- Place heat transfer paper with image facing up 
in desired position on fabric. 
- Cover imaged transfer with silicon paper. 
- For a glossy finish, use Teflon cover. 
- Using recommended temperature, apply 
medium pressure for 15-20 seconds.
(Reduce time using Dazzle-Trans with 
application.) 

This product should not be 
used with a hand iron. 
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Laser Transfer Paper  

Dark Color Applications


